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1 Let's Get Physical
Lalina M R/D 38 19,002 500 C The Goal: Lose 70lbs. The Prize: One steamy night with her personal trainer. When overweight Bella is left by her husband, she is determined to 

lose weight with the help of Edward Masen. What starts off as payback ends up as so much more.

2 The Plan
QuantumFizzx M R/Hmr 73 17,091 234 WIP Obsessed but unnoticed for over a year, she puts a plan in motion to catch the eye of corner-office Cullen. That's her plan. Fate has another 

plan entirely. B/E Rated M for a reason. Most chapters are short - it won't feel like 73

3 Parachute
KitsuShel M D/R 38 15,768 415 C After finding an abandoned child on the streets of Seattle, Bella Swan raises him for five years as her own. What happens to their life when his 

biological family is found? AU/AH

4 War of the Roses
edwardandbellabelong2gether M A/D 33 11,569 351 WIP What do you do when you find out the one person who should never betray you...has? When Edward & Bella have trouble conceiving and he 

turns to someone else for comfort...will she ever be able to forgive him? AH Canon couples.

5 Silver Strand Nights
GreenEyedGirl17 M A/R 25 11,565 463 C Bella Swan is tired of her boring life and ready for a change. When former Navy SEAL Edward Cullen enters her life, everything will change, 

more than she ever expected. AH - B/E. Rated M.

6 Last Tango in Forks
AwesomeSauce76 M R/A 26 11,454 441 WIP Bella Swan has spent a lifetime putting everyone else's needs before her own. Could a chance encounter with a mysterious stranger begin to 

change all of that? AU/AH

7 A Pound of Flesh
jaxon22 M 32 10,046 314 WIP To pay a debt she owes her father, Isabella Swan starts a new job as a prison tutor. Edward Cullen, with his own debts, is the Punk Ass inmate 

in her class. Can they fight the odds and their dangerous attaction to learn from each other? A/H, Lemons, OOC

8 GYNAZOLE
Mrs.TheKing M Hmr/R 34 9,927 292 C Bella has to fill an embarrassing prescription. Mr. Cullen is the pharmacist there to greet her. Rated M for every reason my twisted mind can 

come up with. ExB God help us if there is a lemon.

9 There Will be Blood
johnnyboy7 M R/Crm 48 9,844 205 C Edward Cullen,25,the son of a Chicago mob boss. He is second-in-command, cold and dangerous. Bella Swan,18,small town girl who has just 

enrolled as a freshman at Northwestern. A story about how love can survive in the cruelest of worlds.Very OCC.Rated M.

10 Million Dollar Baby
clpsuperstar M R/Hmr 26 9,550 367 WIP When Renee is diagnosed with a terminal illness, Isabella makes the ultimate sacrifice. Selling herself to the highest bidder to do with her as 

they please may just prove to be more than she bargained for. OOC AH/AU

11 Dead On My Feet
Cesca Marie M A/D 36 9,399 261 C Recovering from a serious illness, Edward knows what it is to be invisible but obvious to everyone around him. Bella, who has watched a loved 

one die of protracted illness, understands the tightrope-act of life on the edge. Full summary inside.

12 The Gentleman from Washington State
Betty Smith M R/D 44 9,284 211 WIP Senator Edward Cullen is the handsome scion of the Cullen family. A playboy's playboy, he is taken with an intern in his office, Bella Swan. She 

is untouchable for many reasons, and he's in a tough re-election battle with Jacob Black. AH,M Adult Content

13 Paper CutOuts
twistedcoincidence M R/A 33 9,082 275 C Bella prefers the virtual to the actual, but feels herself being tugged from the safety of her online realm into the world of a rough edged Edward. 

This time she'll write her own story. Collab with astilbe13 AH/AU

14 An Introduction to Swirl and Daisy
m81170 T R/Hmr 21 8,995 428 WIP A first kiss, a first dance, a first curse word shared between best friends. This is the tale of a boring young geek and the social pariah who 

thought the world of him. A tale of growing up. A tale of a Non-Romantic Romance.

15 The Wedding Party
spanglemaker9 M R/D 33 8,340 253 C The perfect person appears at the worst possible moment, and one unforgettable encounter changes everything. AH

16 Click & Strum
Bratty-Vamp M R 30 8,319 277 C Isabella was anxious to start a new life, in a new location. And she was eager to put a few more question marks in her rigid day-planner. But the 

guy down the hall might have presented a larger deviation from her organized life than she bargained for.

17 For the Summer
camoozle M R/D 19 7,834 412 C Every year Bella waits for the 'Pay Checks' to roll into her sleepy river town and every year Edward's hers, just for the summer. AH, AU, OOC, 

B/E

18 The Bigger They Are
LadyExcalibur2010 M R 78 7,786 100 C Confirmed bachelor and career soldier, Edward Cullen was perfectly happy with his life. Until a young punk busted his windshield. Suddenly, he 

finds himself drawn to a beautiful widow with a LOT of baggage- four rambunctious sons. AH/AU - COMPLETE

19 Love in My Box
cosmoandmarvar M R/Hmr 27 7,777 288 C Bella's an intellectual free spirit and Edward is a reserved, slightly geeky med student. They have a brief, but intense encounter on Sp Brk in 

Miami. Can they find true love through emails? There will be lemons and laughs. Look who's writing this!

20 Such Great Heights
SydneyAlice M R/Fml 32 7,771 243 C Edward Cullen is in desperate need of a nanny after his wife walks out on him and their five-year-old son. Bella Swan is a teacher with no job 

prospects. Can she find her true place in the world while helping father and son overcome their pain? AH
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21 Stranger Than Fiction
MasenVixen M R/A 28 7,708 275 C Six years after Edward left, Bella's written a bestselling book about a girl and the vampire who loves her. Edward returns to her, hell-bent on 

recapturing the happily ever after that he destroyed. AU. Rated M for lemons.

22 Coming Through the Rye
thnx4fish M Hmr/R 30 7,602 253 C I'd never been one of those women who found foreign accents sexy until I met Edward. Now, even plaid made me horny. Bella is in love with her 

best friend, Scottish expat Edward, and she'll do anything for him. Anything. AH. E/B.

23 The Education of Professor Cullen
sheviking M R/Hmr 24 7,288 304 WIP College professor Edward Cullen is thoroughly annoyed by his student Ms. Swan. Everything about her bothers him, and he longs for the 

semester to be over. But what happens when he meets her one night when they aren't in school? Lemons and naughty language

24 Eight Days A Week 
107yearoldvirgin M Hmr/R 26 7,184 276 C Bella Swan needs a Nanny. Edward Cullen needs a job. Accepting the Manny position will change his life forever...and may just help him grow 

up in the process. Snark, humor, lemons and Edward in a towel. Seduction has never been so juvenile. AH

25 The List
Jayeliwood M Hmr/R 45 7,143 159 C Bella is 30 but where has her life really taken her?She's got a job,but no real life.No lover,no kids,nothing.Feelin lost & alone on her 30th bday 

she writes a list of things she's never done before but has always wanted to.Maybe life really begins at 30?

26 The Blizzard
sheviking M R/D 25 7,091 284 WIP Bella is walking home during a blizzard and stumbles on a homeless man on the ground. Despite her better judgment she decides to save him 

from the cold, and the night turns into something she never expected. Rated M for language and lemony stuff.

27 Take the Ice
bellamarie117 M R 26 7,021 270 WIP Competitive figure skater Bella Swan meets NHL hockey player Edward Cullen. Bella's Olympic dreams are crushed by injury. Can he help her 

find the strength to take the ice again? Will they find love and friendship in the meantime? A/H, M, E/B

28 Doctor's Orders
mybluesky M R/Hmr 22 6,975 317 WIP Nurse Swan vows to never date a doctor, presuming them all to be egotistical jerks. But will she change her mind when she starts a new job and 

meets the handsome Dr. Cullen, or will his advances only strengthen her resolve? AH, OOC, Rated M

29 Loner
Nilla79 M R/H/C 93 6,585 71 WIP All Human. Edward Cullen was a loner, an outcast. He clearly hated everybody, including himself. He was not a nice person. So, why was I so 

drawn to him? And why did I get the crazy feeling he felt the same way?

30 The Cullen Campaign
belladonna1472 M Hmr/R 27 6,470 240 WIP Edward Cullen and Isabella Swan both have parents who are powerful on Capitol Hill. Problem is, their families are political enemies. What 

happens when Democrat!Edward and Republican!Bella bump into each other at Union Station in D.C.? AU/AH. ExB

31 Puddle Jumping
107yearoldvirgin M R 35 6,347 181 C To know the ending, you must start at the beginning. I'm Isabella Marie Swan. Eighteen years old. Senior. Short in stature. Skinny fat. Brown hair 

and eyes. And this is my story. It's not your run of the mill fairy tale. ExB - AH - M

32 Beyond Time
TKegl M D/R 37 6,160 166 C After the Cullens leave Forks, a twist of fate lands Bella in Chicago in 1918. She thinks it's a second chance to build a life with Edward, but when 

she finds him, he's not quite what she expected. Can Bella create the future she's hoping for?

33 Green
Bratty-Vamp M R/Hmr 26 6,060 233 C What happens when lawn-boy, geek, and self-proclaimed social leper finds himself in a situation that shakes his comfortable invisibility? Will he 

stay green? AU- All human.

34 Starry Eyed Inside
Rochelle Allison M R/D 24 5,993 250 WIP High School Fictional. No one sends Bella into a tailspin quite like Edward Cullen... but can she make him hers? The ups and downs and all 

arounds.

35 Guardian
ChampagneAnyone M D/A 18 5,616 312 WIP Orphaned at 8, Bella Swan is placed in the care of her God Mother Esme Cullen. Heiress to Cullen Swan Enterprises, Bella grows up hero 

worshipping 17 year old joint heir, pseudo step brother and self appointed guardian Edward. ROMANCE ANGST DRAMA

36 Unplanned Perfection
littlecat358 M A/H/C 27 5,613 208 WIP Bella and Alice were best friends, which made Bella the only girl off limits to Alice's brother Edward. When a party the summer after graduation 

gets out of control, Bella's world is turned upside down. "He doesn't know. I don't want him to." LANG/LEMONS

37 Songbird
SydneyAlice M R/Fml 25 5,546 222 C On the eve of a wedding, a chance encounter in a piano bar leads to a weekend of passion. When faced with the consequences, will Bella and 

Edward overcome their differences and focus on what's really important in life? AH. Rated M.

38 Catching Spiders
lambcullen M A/H/C 28 5,525 197 C What if that first crush of your youth followed you? Haunted you? Broke you? What if it was broken too? "Hold out your hand. Come back to 

me..." E/B AH Canon Couples. Angsty.

39 Decoy
107yearoldvirgin M R/A 20 5,318 266 C A deal that will change their lives: Bella Swan is tired of being a nobody and makes a deal with one of the most popular guys in high school, 

Edward Cullen, to help her break into the "cool" clique. But is she who he thinks she is? Or is she more? AH

40 Pistols and Petticoats
saltire884 M W/D 14 5,274 377 C In a drunken gamble by her father, Bella finds her future wagered to town loner, Edward Cullen. But with stakes this high, how much will Bella 

lose, or will chance be on her side?
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41 Sub Plans
SnowWhiteHeart M Hmr/R 27 5,257 195 C Bella is a math teacher by day, a strict Domme by night. Edward is a sub looking for someone to punish him for his misdeeds. Probably the only 

BDSM comedy you will ever read. Probably the only vamp-subward you'll ever meet. NOW COMPLETE!

42 Hide and Drink
Savage7289 M 35 5,195 148 C Bella's blood was just too tempting to be ignored. While Edward drags her around the world, barely keeping a step ahead of his frantic family, 

Bella battles the monster for possession of the gentler vampire inside her captor. EPOV. Rated M-violence/sex

43 Unexpected Circumstances
Savage7289 M A/R 12 5,063 422 WIP When a knight from another kingdom wins his choice of bride, he claims the handmaid instead of the princess. Isabella finds herself married and 

tossed into the middle of political schemes. What happens when she can't give him the one thing he must have?

44 Fridays at Noon
troublefollows1017 M R/A 17 5,060 298 WIP Edward Masen's life intersects with Bella's at the restaurant he dines at for lunch every Friday. He's handsome, arrogant, and is used to avoiding 

love. She isn't impressed by the things that usually have women falling at his feet. AH/AU.

45 Frontline
MissAlex M R/M 13 4,968 382 WIP Edward Cullen is a mysterious, wealthy CEO, who always gets what he wants. Isabella Swan is a headstrong nurse at Manhattan Memorial 

Hospital. Edward arrives at her ER one night and their steamy chance encounter changes both of their lives forever.

46 My Perfect Mr Imperfect
xrxdanixrx M R/D 23 4,914 214 WIP Bella wanted Mr. Perfect, but he didn't want her. When Mr. Imperfect comes along, can she look close enough to see just who is more perfect for 

her? A story about falling in love with the imperfections. AH - Rated M for lemons later.

47 Coloring Outside the Lines
WinndSinger M D/R 35 4,778 137 WIP Yes, it's the sequel to Red Line, finally! Edward and his family are starting their new life in Wyoming and it will not be easy. Can Edward really 

leave his past behind him and start all over again, being a father, lover, and cowboy?

48 An Angel Closes Her Eyes
tg10781 M H/C/R 25 4,634 185 WIP Bella moves to a new town to escape a past filled with immeasurable pain. Edward returns home from Iraq to step into his position as fulltime 

single father. Together with his family and friends, can Edward help Bella get past the guilt, and heal? AH

49 Our Lives Unbound
theladyingrey42 M D/R 29 4,536 156 WIP My mind is trapped in circles, my loneliness pressing in. Unable to speak, I reach for her spark. In her eyes, I find my partner. In her command, I 

find my freedom. Together, we open our lives to something more. AU/AH, D/s, male sub.

50 The Unaccompanied Soul
JMCullen09 M R/D 25 4,467 179 WIP An old, dilapidated hospital residing in the outskirts of Forks, WA sits untouched, yet it's the focus of many tales, including one of a young man 

who resides there. He's believed to be either ghost or murderer. But it's all just tales, right?

51 Solace
SydneyAlice M R/H/C 29 4,406 152 C Haunted by her past, Bella finds peace through writing. Jaded by his privileged upbringing, Edward finds comfort through music. Can they 

wrestle their personal demons and find solace in each other? AH.

52 Married to the Enemy
Gelix M R 50 4,324 86 C After a night of celebration in Vegas, Bella finds herself married to the man who made her life a living hell for seven years. Follow her as she 

finds true love where she least expected it! AU/AU OCC. Canon pairing. Rated M for future lemons.

53 Righteous and Wicked
cherry.blossomz M R/A 27 4,265 158 WIP Bella is a reluctant school teacher, stuck stagnant under a looming shadow from her past. Edward is an architect striving to overcome his vices 

by running from them. Will they strive for a righteous path, or spiral into wicked depths? AH/AU

54 The Art Teacher
spanglemaker9 M R/D 11 4,230 385 WIP He gave me art and words and passion and life, but all I wanted was him.

55 Code of Conduct
MandyLeigh87 M D/R 43 4,176 97 C Disciplined Edward is hired as a bodyguard for Bella, a rebellious teen who is the police commssioner's daughter. Their relationship develops to 

something they don't expect, revealing inner demons for both. Rated M for language, drug use, and adult things

56 True Love Way
TeamBella23 M H/C/R 54 4,158 77 WIP Moving trucks and sunglasses. Rollerblades and first loves. M&M's for smiles and notes across lawns. "Sometimes I'm just sad." and "I fucking 

love you hard." A boy and a girl. Feathers and heart shaped potatoes.

57 Remember Me
isakassees M F/R 16 4,139 259 C If I only got one day a year, I would make it count. One secret tree, one magic sunset, one chance to make a wish. Childhood sweethearts turned 

penpals, they grow up together and apart, falling in like, lust and love. E B, OOC, AH, A/J

58 Major Misconduct
m7707 M R 36 4,081 113 C Edward Cullen - hot high school hockey player. Bella Swan - shy high school student. They've admired each other from afar, so what happens 

when they finally meet? Will they be strong enough to handle a threat from his past? No good deed goes unpunished...

59 Somewhere Between Crimson and Blue
antiaol M R/A 23 4,049 176 C When a reclusive & quiet Edward meets a vibrant & slightly older Bella, sparks ignite. Immediately intrigued by her, she challenges his already 

cemented thoughts on life & love. Will opposites attract or is this pair on a collision course to destruction?

60 Surviving Bella
Savage7289 M A/R 18 4,000 222 C Spending time on a sailboat on the sea should be the time of your life! But when the ship sinks, Captain Edward and passenger Bella end up in 

a life raft together. Can they survive the elements and their colliding pasts? M for mature themes/language.
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61 The Mail Order Bride
Lady Gwynedd M R/W 30 3,980 133 C It's the late 1800s in the wild west. A lonely man seeks companionship; a woman restricted by convention seeks a future. Add those together and 

what do you get?

62 Turn the Page
SydneyAlice M R/Fml 21 3,879 185 C Edward Cullen returns home after ten years as a struggling musician. As he attempts to reconnect with his family and the life he left behind, he 

meets Bella, the owner of the town's bookstore. Can she convince him that there's no place like home? AH.

63 The Diva Diaries
KiyaRaven M R/Hmr 13 3,850 296 WIP Dear Diary, I've stupidly agreed to star with Edward Jack-ass Cullen in a new Broadway show. What the hell was I thinking? I still haven't 

forgiven him for what he did to me during drama school. I hope the show opens before I murder him horribly. Bella.

64 Code Name: Nanny
xvampiree M R/Hmr 28 3,813 136 WIP So let me get this straight, you want me to help you catch your wife cheating on you, so that you can divorce her, while taking care of your 

children? OOC M for language and Lemons Canon.

65 Whispered Words and False Promises
lambcullen M R/D 11 3,799 345 WIP Words whispered while drunk are coming back to haunt Bella. A commitment was made, a contract signed, and now Edward is here to collect 

what was promised. A random tale of citrusy love, started in the oddest of circumstances. E&B OOC

66 Bear Valley Ranch
Lady Gwynedd M R/W 27 3,734 138 C A continuation of The Mail Order Bride, picking up Edward and Bella's life in the Colorado frontier as their fortunes, their family and their loves 

grew.

67 Your Voice Was All I Heard
twimamma M R/A 28 3,708 132 C Bella is hiding from the same past that Edward can't forget. Soul mates lost. "You don't understand, Jasper, I can't let her go. I still feel her." 

Love, Loss, Sex, Lies & an unbreakable bond. Rockerward. CANON pairings with LEMON zest. AU/AH E/B

68 Secret Sex
erinbatt M R 35 3,689 105 WIP Edward and Bella have a little secret...or so they think. A friendship that evolves into a very sweet love story. If only anyone knew about it... AH / 

Canon pairings.

69 Eternal Sunrise
Choices HP T R/Fml 39 3,655 94 C The continuation of my series about the Cullen's reading the Twilight books and Bella and Jacob reading Midnight Sun and what they do now 

that they are meeting in real life.

70 My Viking
sheviking M R/Adv 8 3,631 454 WIP Bella is captured by Vikings and brought with them to their home country where her new fate awaits. Can she ever find happiness being a slave? 

Will it make a difference that she is given to Edward to be his bed thrall? Rated M for old time lemons.

71 With or Without You
Rochelle Allison M H/C/R 34 3,512 103 C Edward and Bella were once high school sweethearts. Years later, their lives converge unexpectedly, forcing Bella to deal with and accept things 

she's long since tried to move past. This story started with "Trampoline", once a WitFit prompt.

72 Summer Vacation
Twireader81 T R/Fml 243 3,502 14 WIP New couple, Bella and Edward, spend their summer break from university together in Forks, strengthening their relationship. Bella gets to know 

the Cullen family and becomes reaquainted with her dad. AH.

73 First & Ten
Nolebucgrl M R/Hmr 24 3,402 142 WIP Bella Swan is an aspiring sports writer and her first big assignment is to interview the league's biggest, not to mention hottest, quarterback. Will 

Edward Cullen school her in the rules of the game or will she teach him a thing or two? Rated M.

74 Game, Set, Match
MandyLeigh87 M R 34 3,364 99 C Bella is hired as a photographer to do a photo feature on the cocky, playboy tennis pro Edward Cullen. Bella is determined to resist his charms, 

but Edward can't seem to leave her alone. Does love really mean nothing in tennis? Slightly OOC, AH. Rated M

75 Bad News Bella
107yearoldvirgin M Hmr/R 18 3,336 185 C Her glass is half empty. His is half full. Together they may just cause an overabundance of…liquids. Seattle's #1 anchor and her new 

cameraman may be perfect for each other; if only the truth could be caught on film. ExB – AH - M

76 Privileged
Nostalgicmiss M D/R 45 3,319 74 C When Bella's life takes an unexpected turn she's forced to find her estranged father, but not everything is as straight forward as it seems. Blood 

isn't always thicker than water. AU AH.

77 Welcome To Paradise
suzie55 M D/R 33 3,296 100 WIP During a summer long stay in Hawaii, Bella meets Edward, letting her inhibitions go. With other options on the horizon, she eventually has to 

decide between her heart's desires and her head's logic. Lemons Angst Canon Lemons Happy Reading.

78 Of Kith and Kin
Chicklette M A/D 23 3,293 143 C The greatest thing you'll ever learn is just to love, and be loved in return. -Nat King Cole. This story is about that. AH, Canon pairings.

79 Grand Jeté
stella luna sky M R/D 18 3,290 183 C She moves through her comfortable life without much passion, without much conviction. When she meets the man who can teach her the 

importance of treating transient life with respect and love, she has to take the grandest leap of faith she's ever faced.

80 A Thousand Leaves
BellaSunshine M D/Sus 27 3,254 121 WIP Isabella Swan grew up as the best friend of Alice Cullen, younger sister of Edward Cullen, who was never nice to Bella despite her being an 

"honorary Cullen." Everything changes when Edward is sent to prison for the murder of Bella's mother. AU-Human
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81 Fuggiasco 
kdc2239 M A/H/C 25 3,221 129 WIP Edward, homeless since age twelve is used to the gritty, hard life. Now twenty, his main goal is to make it in the world, and off the streets. What 

happens when a girl who seems to be broken beyond repair becomes his new shadow?

82 In the End
Jayeliwood M H/C/A 31 3,191 103 WIP Life isn't always easy and it's not always fair. Sometimes bad things happen...But, it these things that make us who we are- for better and for 

worse. But, in the end, does it even matter?

83 Isle of Dreams
savannavansmutsmut M R/D 69 3,187 46 C A plane crash leaves Bella stranded with a baby, a handsome but odd, angry man, and his peculiar luggage on an uncharted island in the 

Bermuda Triangle. Will these three strangers survive? AH EXB

84 The Practice of Love
belladonnacullen M R/D 38 3,142 83 C When the disarmingly handsome Edward Masen turns up as a new patient, the life Dr. Isabella Swan has carefully put together will be shattered 

forever. What will it take to put the pieces back together again? What does it take to heal? AH/AU, canon parings

85 Wicked Angel
DevilishPleasures M S/D 23 3,117 136 C I am Edward Cullen and I have a deadly secret: I am a hit man. My new target: Isabella Newton. With the help of my friends, we plan the crime of 

the century. What the hell am I going to do when she becomes more than my target and becomes my life...?

86 An Angry Man
katinki M H/C/R 30 3,084 103 WIP Edward is a bitter, angry man, a man suffering the sins of his past. An emotional & physical recluse, he pushes everyone away. That is, until 

Bella, a mysterious woman with her own demons, enters his world and forces him to face himself. AH

87 Taking Chances
butterflybetty M R/Fml 34 3,054 90 WIP Singe mom, Bella, and single dad, Edward, meet as their boys start school. Their boys become fast friends but will Edward and Bella? Or will 

they become more than friends? AH&MA for language and possible lemons.

88
How to Win Back the Love of Your 
Existence
Missypooh

M R/Hmr 47 3,042 65 C It's 4 years after Edward leaves Bella. There are no werewolves. Bella & Jake were never more than friends. Bella has grown up, graduated from 
College, has a boyfriend & is moving back to Seattle to attend Law School when her path crosses Edward's. EPOV

89 I Never Knew
nerac M D/R 13 2,978 229 WIP After a phone call from a stranger turns her life upside down, Isabella Dwyer realizes that the people you trust the most sometimes tell the 

biggest lies. Can she convince a man in uniform to help her discover the things she never knew? AH

90
Fictionista Workshop Prompts August 
October
Rochelle Allison

M R/D 75 2,949 39 WIP A continuation of stories using Fictionista Workshop's daily prompts. If any of these confuse you, I suggest reading the "Daily Prompts" or 
"January's Prompts" and "May - July" first.

91 Tips for Better Living
adorablecullens M F/Hmr 16 2,932 183 C Edward is a self-centered college drop-out, waiting on tables and living an empty life. Redemeption arrives in the guise of a quirky customer who 

offers him some much-needed advice for happiness. Does Edward have the character to rise to the challenge?

92 The Path We Choose
les16 M R/D 54 2,887 53 WIP Edward is a 32 single father of 7 year old twins Maddie and Masen. After literally crashing into Bella in Central Park, he realizes everything he 

has been missing in his life. Is Bella really what he has been looking for or is she hiding who she truly is

93 Osa Bella
Myg M R/Fnt 36 2,848 79 WIP Bella is a school counselor, but Edward is a vampire posing as a student. Will Bella defy her head and follow her heart? Or will she conquer her 

desire and do what she believes is right? Not your daughter's/niece's/little sister's Twilight. Angsty.

94 Dear Mr Masen
jendonna M Hmr/R 8 2,820 353 WIP Error 434: Reprimanding an executive. Life changing or just stupid? Dear Mr. Masen: A story of unauthorized Internet usage, culinary delights 

and the goings-on at Cullen, Inc. AH, ExB.

95 I Thee Wed
SydneyAlice M R 13 2,806 216 WIP Wedding planner Bella Swan is hired to plan the wedding of the year. What happens when she breaks the cardinal rule of wedding planning and 

falls for the groom? How can Edward keep a promise without breaking the heart of the woman he truly loves?

96 Blind Intentions
SammieLynnsMom M A/H/C 23 2,799 122 WIP When Edward & Bella's son, Nathan, goes missing it turns their lives upside down. This is the journey they take to find him, & in the process 

realize everything isn't what it seems. M for language, themes, & future lemons EPOV E/B Eventually NO CHEATING!

97 A Form of Escapism
flubbles M R/H/C 22 2,795 127 WIP Bella finds herself trapped in a loveless marriage, whilst going through the motions of everyday life. Her only form of escapism is the romance 

novels written by the recently retired, reclusive author E.A.M Cullen.

98 Secrets and Lies
BellaScotia M H/C/R 18 2,783 155 WIP Bella once told a lie. A lie that cost her everything she ever wanted. 10yrs later, she returns to her hometown to an ailing father, an angry ex-best 

friend, and the man from whom she has kept a secret that threatens to unravel her existence. AH OOC M

99 We Come to Life Beneath the Stars
Lillybellis M R/D 15 2,782 185 WIP As Bella Swan starts over with hopes of finding her future, Edward Cullen is hanging on desperately to his past. She's treading water, and he's a 

corporate golden boy. They share an office, but few words...until one night changes everything.
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100 The Hood
Yogagal M Hmr/R 30 2,727 91 C Bella's crush on quiet Edward Cullen seems to be one sided. But when they start hanging out will things change or does it all stay in The Hood? 

My entry for the Twi-High Contest - now continued!

101 On Grey Mornings
littlesecret84 M R/D 20 2,709 135 WIP Bella's tryst with power made her infamous. Hounded and ashamed, she's back in Forks to start over again, but where do you find a clean slate 

when everyone who sees you already knows your biggest secret? AH, adult stuff.

102 La Dolce Vita: Hollywood Living
johnnyboy7 M R/Fml 48 2,565 53 C What happens when newly divorced, mother of one, Bella meets mega movie star Edward dealing with a full life of his own? Can they make their 

love work in the crazy town called Hollywood? All Human, Canon Pairings, some OCC

103 Do Over
TKegl M R 18 2,525 140 C Every Christmas Eve, Edward Cullen sits in a bar and regrets the decision he made ten years earlier that tore Bella from him. But when he gets a 

second chance to right that wrong, it's not quite what he expected

104 Heat of a Blue Flame
107yearoldvirgin M A/R 23 2,524 110 C An artist who cannot feel. A subject that fights not to. An erotic tale of love, loss and the intense yearning to be consumed. AH/M for erotic 

themes.

105 Cotton Creek
rtgirl M R/Fml 23 2,492 108 C Bella is a travel nurse who moves every six months. Edward is a music teacher in a small southern town who gave up his Nashville dreams to 

return home. She never knew what a home was…until he gave her one. Fun/Fluff/Romance/No angst. Some citrus.

106 Life Had Other Plans
JennaRay M 29 2,489 86 WIP Bella is an 18 year old college freshman. Edward is a 30 year old surgeon and a single dad of a 4 year old girl who has his life established and is 

not searching for or expecting love. Watch as their lives cross paths. AH/OOC. M for language and lemons.

107 In the Twilight of My Life
theladyingrey42 M R/H/C 21 2,457 117 C When you think you have nothing left to live for, what happens when you're given another chance? AU/AH, BxE

108 Bedroom Confessions
JandMsMommy M R/M 22 2,448 111 C Edward was investigating the perfect murder. Part of his job was to protect the only witness's identity from the murderer. But can he control his 

feelings for her, and can he handle the secrets she hides? AH;E/B

109 My Ride Home
ocdmess M D/R 13 2,401 185 WIP Girl feels betrayed by the world and the people in it. Boy is just sick and tired of following orders. Everybody has secrets. Everybody needs a ride 

home. All Human, Rated M for language, dark themes & violence.

110 Cullen, Unscripted
FL95 M R/Hmr 25 2,400 96 C When Edward Cullen scores an entry level internship as a writer for his distant Uncle's TV Station immediately following College, his life takes 

some crazy turns as he makes new friends and finds love. AH, BxE, Rated L for Lemons, Laughing and Language.

111 Tangled Up In Blue
TxBirdie M D/R 31 2,398 77 WIP Edward Cullen is looking for inspiration to write THE American novel. Bella Swan is looking for inspiration, any inspiration, to pull her from her 

doldrums existence. But what they find in each other, neither of them could have expected.

112 Room 15
coldplaywhore M R/A 20 2,370 119 WIP What happens with competitive, determined know it all Bella meets arrogant, egotistical and self centered Edward while in competition for a 

prestigious medical internship? The shit hits the fan!

113 The Confidence Man
OhMyWord M R/M 29 2,333 80 C The target is Isabella Swan, fellow graduate student. Came into a fortune when her mother died, she doesn't seem to care to do anything with it. 

Quiet, shy, just waiting for The One. I'll be everything she wants me to be.

114 Texts From Last Night
EverythingIDo M R/Hmr 28 2,312 83 WIP Reunited for the first time since college for the week of Alice and Jasper's destination wedding, Bella and Edward are single at the same time for 

the first time. Once best friends, will they find more? AH, Canon Couples.

115 Unexpected Awakenings
Totteacher M R/Hmr 73 2,297 31 WIP Edward is drawn to Bella in a way he has never been drawn to anyone. He is in love with her from the first moment he sees her, wanting her for 

his own. He chooses to woo her, hiding what he really is to be the man she deserves.

116 Distractions
windchymes M R/Sus 17 2,287 135 C An unexpected discovery and Bella realises Edward lied when he left her. She is determined to find him, but as she searches she finds there is 

more to Edward Cullen than she ever realised.

117 For Whom The Bell Tolls
CyraBear M R/M 32 2,282 71 WIP There's a dusty old bookstore in Seattle where the proprietor keeps odd hours and knows the location of every book in his stock. What surprises 

hide in its stacks?

118 Days Like This
Soft Ragoo M F/Fml 41 2,267 55 C Bella and her newborn adjust to their life together but it seems everywhere they go, they encounter the same man with the captivating eyes and 

sexy smile. Edward's life lacks something he desires. Has he been handed a challenge or a reward? All human

119 Chasing Victory
mpg M H/C/R 47 2,220 47 C Edward is a foul-mouthed, screw-up V8 race-car driver whose career has started to race down the toilet. Bella Swan was left behind when he left 

to chase his dreams. Both are trying to piece together their lives. E&B/AH/AU/OOC/Lemons/Language
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120 The Diner
Jessypt M R 26 2,211 85 C Bella is a baker with a rough past, looking for a new start. Edward is a chef trying to get his life back on track. What happens when things heat 

up in the kitchen at The Diner?

121 Instructions not Included
SexyLexiCullen M Hmr/D 43 2,195 51 WIP The Story of us Sequel. If you haven't read 'The Story of Us', please do so before you read this. Rated M for language and lemons. What 

happens after HEA? Sixteen years later,with a house full of teenagers.Picks up after the epilogue.Multiple P.O.Vs

122 Died and Gone to Heaven
DoUTrustMe M R/Hmr 9 2,172 241 C Accidents happen. Sometimes you die and meet God. Sometimes you live and meet SexGod. B&E. AH. AU.

123 Full Disclosure
Betty Smith M R/A 14 2,167 155 WIP When his high school love becomes a White House Press Secretary, BBC reporter, Edward Cullen, pursues Bella Swan once again. Heartbreak, 

time & their jobs are between them, but they have a bond forged from grief & comfort. A love story in 2 parts. B/EPOV

124 The Harder They Fall
LadyExcalibur2010 M R/D 52 2,141 41 WIP Outtakes from "The Bigger They Are" from different POVs. Won't make much sense without reading Bigger. Bella is a military widow with four 

sons, Edward is a confirmed bachelor and career soldier. He only does casual, but she's got lots of baggage.

125 At Your Own Risk
xrxdanixrx M A/D 30 2,127 71 WIP Everyone at school knows the infamous, rebellious Bella Swan, even straight-laced Edward. But who is she really, apart from the rumors? 

Edward finds himself stumbling down a dark path trying to understand her. But in the end, will it be worth it? AH EPOV

126 Vines
FL95 M R/D 18 2,109 117 WIP After years of running away, Edward Cullen finds himself back at his family's Napa Valley vineyard. What should have been a short trip & quick 

sell of an old run down crop turns into one of the hardest decisions he never thought he'd have to make. AH, BxE

127 Carlie's Eyes
prettykittyartist M R/A 55 2,109 38 C Bella finally gets her dream date with Edward Cullen. Edward has been secretly in love with Bella for years. It is one night and it will change their 

lives forever

128 Forgettable
Belindella M H/C/R 24 2,109 88 WIP At 15, I kissed my first crush. At 17, we had sex. Now I'm 19 & passionately in love with him while he & everyone else still thinks I'm an 

untouched virgin. But he's just moved into my apartment with me, so perhaps there's hope for us yet. Romance/Lemons.

129 Parenthetical Love
LyricalKris M D/R 19 2,106 111 WIP Bella wasn't interested in finding a father for her baby-to-be. Edward wasn't interested in being a father at all. The accidents that can make a 

parent don't always happen between the sheets, but will they make the best of it?

130 The Story of Us
SexyLexiCullen M R/Hmr 53 2,099 40 C Check out the epic tale of Bella, a Scrub nurse, who lives upstate NY, where nothing exciting ever happens. How will the arrival of Edward, the 

new Surgeon, change things?Full summary in chapter 1. AH. Confident Bella & Doctorward. Canon Couples.

131 Love on Wheels
Bratty-Vamp M R/Hmr 16 2,086 130 C It's fast... it's fun... it's 1978! The most 'not-to-be-taken-seriously-fic' you'll ever be tempted to take seriously! Trying my hand at fluff this time 

around. So lace up your quads and let's get groovy.

132 Two Makes Three
xXTailoredDreamsXx M R/A 40 2,072 52 C Bella is emotionally broken after her long term relationship with Jacob ends when he chooses his love for music over her. She's sure she will 

never feel anything again until she meets a beautiful stranger during a subway ride home that changes her life.

133 Surviving the Rain
wandb M D/R 28 2,071 74 C Extreme circumstances force Bella and Edward into an intense relationship amidst devastation, but will their foundation be enough to survive 

reality? AH. B/E. Rated M.

134 What Really Matters
Blueking141 T D/H/C 44 2,063 47 C Edward, 24 year old single father, is struggling to support himself and his daughters after some tramatic events in his life. Bella, 25 year old rich 

girl, has everything handed to her. What happens when they meet? What will they learn from each other? AH

135 An Education
BellaScotia M 42 2,053 49 C 21yr old Bella Swan has never been kissed. When her bff and room mate Jasper moves out, player Edward Cullen moves in. How far will he go 

when Bella asks him to teach her about dating and sex? OOC AH M for Lemons

136 Hate Me
xrxdanixrx M R/Hmr 27 2,053 76 C Awkward Bella only had a crush on one guy, known for stringing girls along. When he rejected Bella's advances, her world flipped inside out. 

Years later, she's now the female version of the catalyst that changed her life. And it's her turn for payback. AH

137 Strings
jdbeaner M 48 2,045 43 C Bella Swan just wants to be on her own as every relationship has strings attached. Will Edward Cullen be the one to get through to her and cut 

the strings tying her down? AH. BxE. Canon Pairings. Rated M for future chapters.

138 Don't Take the Girl
SparklingWand M R/D 22 2,037 93 C From Stupidhead to Edcalibur, Bella Swan met her match the day her father agreed to take Edward Cullen on a fishing trip with them. Little did 

they realize that a few simple hours on an old fishing boat could change the course of their lives forever.

139 When Love and Hate Collide
Gelix M R 19 2,035 107 WIP Bella and Edward have grown up practically hating each other. Friends and family will force them closer than ever before. Will they try to fight it, 

or give in? AH/AU OCC. Canon pairing. Rated M for future Lemons.
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140 All the Wild Horses
elusivetwilight M R/A 12 2,032 169 WIP In her suffocating small hometown, Bella Swan meets widowed Edward Cullen. Can she pull him from the depths of his grief? Is there enough of 

him left to soothe her clawing loneliness? AUAH E&B.

141 Hunky Sugar Daddy
tinklove M R/D 27 2,028 75 C A simple question asked by a lonely Edward in hopes for the happiness he always wanted, answered by an unlucky Bella for the love she 

forever needed. All Human. ExB. Canon Couples. Lemons of course.

142 Discovering You, Discovering Me
JSFazz M R/D 15 2,021 135 WIP Edward Cullen was branded a geek and bullied every day of his life. Bella Swan was always awkward, never quite knowing where she fit in. 

Together they learn a bit about themselves and each other. Will they discover love as well? E/B

143 What are the Chances
danieller123 M R/H/C 22 2,017 92 C Seeing past the dirt. True beauty inside and out. Routines undone. Edward and Bella. This is life.

144 Ride
kris salvador M 16 2,015 126 WIP Bella wanted to fulfill a fantasy - to be groped inside a crowded train. She gets her wish and more, when a sex-starved ex-convict decides she's 

fair game. ALLHUMAN. Mature but with plot.

145 Shades of Green
appletreesfall M 40 2,008 50 WIP Bella Swan: 28, english teacher, can't wait to have kids. Edward Cullen: 29, piano teacher, hates kids. Bella has decided to take her life into her 

own hands but what happens when a one night stand with Edward results in a surprise pregnancy? M FOR LEMONS

146
Fictionista Workshop Prompts May 
through July
Rochelle Allison

M R/D 77 2,002 26 C A continuation of stories using Fictionista Workshop's daily prompts. If any of these confuse you, I suggest reading the "Daily Prompts" or 
"January's Prompts" first, both with my other stories in my profile.

147 Fighting for Love
butterflybetty M D/R 51 1,991 39 WIP When Edward moves to Forks with his sister, Esme, he is immediately drawn to the mysterous Bella Cullen. Will he be able to break through her 

tough girl act? Will she let him? Usual pairings, AH, MA for language and possible lemons in later chapters.

148 The Cullen Sutras
Magnolia822 M R/A 35 1,975 56 C After a difficult breakup with her longtime boyfriend, Bella meets a sexy, but enigmatic, yoga instructor whose dedication to the art masks a 

hidden sorrow. Further complicating matters is his loyalty to the yogic practice of brahmacharya, celibacy! AH

149 Lethal to Virtue
TheBondGirls M R/Crm 16 1,961 123 WIP Agent Edward Cullen hears the thoughts of those around him except for new recruit Isabella Swan. Will they control their feelings and work as a 

team in order to bring down the dark and dirty world hiding in Forks? Will virtue give way to vice?

150 Night Must Fall
katinki M Sus/R 18 1,933 107 WIP In a world of night, shadows known as the Volturi reign supreme. Their word is law, unquestioned and unchallenged. A doctoral student 

threatens exposure, and a Volturi Prince has been unleashed to silence her forever. AU/M/Violence/Dark Themes
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